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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of multiple packet bundling to improve spectral efficiency
in cellular networks. The packet size of real-time data, such as VoIP, is often very small.
However, the common use of time division multiplexing limits the number of VoIP users
supported, because a packet has to wait until it receives a time slot, and if only one small
VoIP packet is placed in a time slot, capacity is wasted. Packet bundling can alleviate
such a problem by sharing a time slot among multiple users.
A recent revision of cdma2000 1xEV-DO introduced the concept of the multi-user
packet (MUP) in the downlink to overcome limitations on the number of time slots. How-
ever, the efficacy of packet bundling is not well understood, particularly in the presence
of time varying channels.
We propose a novel QoS and channel-aware packet bundling algorithm that takes
ii
advantage of adaptive modulation and coding. We show that optimal algorithms are NP-
complete and recommend heuristic approaches. We also show that channel utilization can
be significantly increased by slightly delaying some real-time packets within their QoS re-
quirements while bundling those packets with like channel conditions. We validate our
study through extensive OPNET simulations with a complete EV-DO implementation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A growing demand for bandwidth intensive applications such as Web browsing
and file transfers over wireless networks, urges the need to use the wireless channel effi-
ciently. Moreover, an emerging strong demand for delay-sensitive data applications such
as VoIP, wireless gaming, and push-to-talk (PTT) over cellular networks, poses challenges
on a network system to support a large number of simultaneous users while meeting their
desired delay requirements.
Since the capacity of wireless systems is particularly constrained by the nature of
location dependent and time varying channel conditions, careful attention needs to be paid
to algorithms over wireless links in order to use the channel as efficiently as possible. In
this work, we study the problem of multiple packet bundling to improve spectral efficiency
in cellular networks. The packet size of real-time data, such as VoIP, is often very small.
However, the use of time division multiplexing (TDM) on the forward link limits the
number of VoIP users supported, because a packet has to wait until it receives its own
dedicated time slot. The time slot should not be made too small, however, due to the
relative MAC layer overhead for each time slot. Packet bundling can alleviate such a
problem by sharing a time slot among multiple users.
Most wireless standards define the QoS framework and various types of service
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multi-user packet and share the 
same time slot.
Figure 1: The concept of packet bundling
flows, but leave the QoS-based packet scheduling and radio resource assignment unde-
fined. For example, a ’multi-user packet’ is among the improvements and expansions of
EV-DO Rev. A and it permits the base station to serve multiple users with the same phys-
ical and MAC layer packet. However, there is no guideline or recommended strategy in
multiple packet bundling, and the efficacy of multi-user packets is not well understood,
especially in the presence of location dependent and time varying channels. The con-
cept of packet bundling is illustrated in Figure 1. Packets from multiple users or multiple
packets from a single user may be combined together in a single time slot. Intuitively,
the bundling will increase channel utilization. Furthermore, it will decrease the average
queueing delay of the VoIP packets, since later arriving VoIP packets do not have to wait
for their own time slot.
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An important aspect to consider, however, is bundling packets from mobile sta-
tions with different channel conditions. Advanced adaptive wireless systems employ
channel measurement and feedback-based rate control mechanisms such as the cdma2000
1xEV-DO system. In EV-DO, in order for the bundled packet to be received reliably, the
adaptive coding rate for the entire packet should correspond to the worst channel condi-
tion among the bundled users. However this may cause the channel utilization gain from
packet bundling to deteriorate due to the lowest coding rate. One way to tackle the issue
is to combine packets with the same or similar channel condition. A problem we observe
from this approach, however, is that at the time of bundling if there are not enough pack-
ets with the same or similar channel condition, the gain in the channel utilization may be
marginal.
Another disadvantage of packet bundling is the number of retransmissions. Hy-
brid ARQ [37] is one of the important elements in advanced adaptive wireless systems.
The packet will be retransmitted when negative acknowledgement is received or no ac-
knowledgement is received when hybrid ARQ is used. The uncorrected error probability
of a multi-user packet is always higher than the uncorrected error probability of a sin-
gle user packet whose channel condition is the worst among the bundled packets in the
multi-user packet. Retransmissions in hybrid ARQ perform better than retransmissions
in higher layer (e.g. transmission layer) but retransmissions in hybrid ARQ still reduce
channel utilization. If a multi-user packet has a significantly higher retransmission prob-
ability than retransmission probability of a single user packet, the gain in the channel
utilization may be marginal.
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Our contributions are as follows. We first show that the optimal packet bundling
algorithm that either maximizes channel utilization or minimizes queueing delay is an
NP-complete problem. Secondly, we propose a novel QoS and Channel aware packet
Bundling (QCB) algorithm to jointly optimize QoS requirements and channel utilization
with a simple approximation. QCB may defer the bundling decision a little within the QoS
requirement. In the meantime, the time slot can be used for best effort traffic, significantly
increasing channel utilization.
We compare the QCB scheme with bundling algorithms for two individual objec-
tives, namely QoS Aware packet Bundling (QAB) and Channel Aware packet Bundling
(CAB) schemes. We show that QCB enables high throughput as well as low delay, achiev-
ing an optimal trade-off of the two extremes.
Finally, we validate our proposed algorithms through OPNET simulation of a
complete EV-DO implementation. The complete EV-DO implementation simulates both
downlink and uplink at the same time. This implementation includes a 19 cell wraparound
model, slow and fast fading, and single and dual antenna modes. Five different channel
models are implemented based on 3GPP2 recommendation [54]. On-off traffic sources
are generally used for VoIP traffic but sixteen-state traffic sources are used for modeling
VoIP traffic in our implementation. Uplink and downlink hybrid ARQ are also imple-
mented in our simulator.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses re-
lated work on scheduling algorithms for general wireless networks. Chapter 3 presents the
background on the physical and MAC layer of the cdma2000 1x EV-DO Rev. A system,
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the cdma2000 EV-DO Rev. B system, and the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) system. Chapter 4 discusses the hardness of a packet bundling problem
and proposes approximation algorithms such as QCB, QAB, and CAB. Then an EV-DO
OPNET simulation setup, explanation of EV-DO simulator components, and evaluation
results are described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and explains
future work.
5
CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
A number of scheduling algorithms are available for wired networks including
fair queueing [40], virtual clock [53], and earliest deadline first [20]. However, these are
not readily applicable to the wireless environment that has location dependent and time
varying channel characteristics. Although there have been attempts to incorporate chan-
nel dependent features into schedulers from wired networks [9], they cannot effectively
exploit the time-varying multiuser diversity gain. Therefore, several new algorithms for
wireless systems have been developed to exploit multiuser diversity [38], but the corre-
sponding issue of bundling that we consider here has not been fully addressed.
A great deal of research has been done for physical and link layer issues of wire-
less networks. For example, [14] proposes link layer retransmission schemes for the Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) channel. The work in [32] addresses the issue of band-
width allocation with guaranteed QoS for wireless networks using a fluid version of the
Gilbert-Elliott channel model. The problem of multimedia data transmission in Multi-
Code CDMA wireless systems is discussed in [10, 26, 34], where the authors proposed
efficient error recovery schemes for physical or link layers.
There are several studies on CDMA downlink scheduling. [29] modifies vari-
ous wireline packet scheduling algorithms for CDMA networks and discusses the per-
formance characteristics of them. They found that algorithms that exploit request size
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outperform those that do not, and discrete bandwidth allocation and management can
degrade users’ performance. The problem of CDMA downlink scheduling with a prob-
abilistic delay requirement is considered in [2]. They showed that the Largest Weighted
Delay First (LWDF) scheduling scheme provides good QoS for the settings of discrete
rate and discrete scheduling intervals. In [42], the authors study a scheduling rule called
the exponential rule where scheduling selects a packet based on the current state of the
channel and the queues, and proves that it is throughput-optimal. A scheduling algorithm
that combines channel-based and round-robin schedulings is proposed in [17] for CDMA
systems.
In recent years, research and development efforts have increased on adaptive wire-
less systems where higher rate and power levels are allocated as the channel quality in-
creases. This enables physical layer Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) (see [1] for
example). Relying on AMC, opportunistic schedulers select the user with the best channel
quality to maximize the channel utilization. However, QoS may be violated for some users
in such schemes. A scheduling algorithm that takes adaptive rate control based on the re-
verse link feedback is proposed in [24]. The work in [25] shows that Delay-Margin-based
Scheduling nested with User-Channel-based Scheduling performs well both in delay and
utilization metrics.
Simulation studies on EV-DO VoIP capacity are presented in [7, 52]. [44] shows
the trade-off between system throughput and delay with opportunistic scheduling with
analysis and simulation of the EV-DO system. The authors in [13] developed a soft algo-
rithm that has an additional step for VoIP packets in order to check the channel condition,
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that is, whether the current data rate is larger than or equal to the average data rate. They
demonstrated that Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling combined with the soft PF algorithm
(PFsoft) shows the best performance over MAX rate algorithms.
A forward link scheduling algorithm that supports a MUP scheme is proposed
in [51]. This algorithm first selects the user’s packet whose priority is the highest accord-
ing to the PF algorithm. Then only packets with the same channel quality become the
candidates for bundling with a higher priority given to VoIP packets. Otherwise, a single
user packet (SUP) will be sent. We name this algorithm PF-MUP and compare the per-
formance of our proposed scheme with it in Chapter 5. The bundling ratio is limited by
the available packets with the same channel condition. Our work differs from the above
in that our scheduling algorithm jointly considers QoS and channel quality for packet
bundling, and packets to mobile stations of different channel conditions may be bundled.
There are several studies on performance of an EV-DO reverse link [11, 19, 39].
[35] shows the efficient reverse link scheduling algorithm cdma2000 1xEV-DV system.
[50] proposes a PF algorithm for the EV-DO reverse link.
The scheduling algorithm for next generation wireless technology like WiMAX
(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is presented in many papers. Weighted
round robin (WRR) has been applied for WiMAX scheduling in [15] because round robin
(RR) cannot guarantee QoS for different service classes. Worst-case fair weighted fair
queuing was introduced in [27] to keep the delay bound. Delay threshold priority queuing
(DTPQ) was proposed in [31] to give priority to real-time traffic when the head-of-line
(HOL) packet delay exceeds a given delay threshold. In [8], lower priority class packets
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move to a higher priority class queue when the queueing time of the packet is close to
deadline. In [48], real-time data classes share the common queue to reduce complexity.
The authors in [30] developed the scheduler that allocates the bandwidth for minimum
QoS requirements first and optimizes slot allocations for each connection. A few studies
focus on maximizing the total system throughput [41, 45]. Linear programming is used
for finding optimal subcarrier allocations in [36].
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND ON WIRELESS SYSTEMS
In this chapter, we give an overview of the physical and MAC layers of the
cdma2000 1xEV-DO Rev. A system. We also give an overview of the multicarrier EV-DO
system (EV-DO Rev. B) and the WiMAX system.
3.1 EV-DO Revision A
In a wireless system, signal strength is location dependent and time varying. It
is subject to slow fading, fast fading, and interference from other signals, resulting in
degradation of the Signal to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) [46]. A high SINR
yields a high data rate and low errors. A good SINR in cellular systems is achieved by
using the optimum rate and power control mechanisms.
In EV-DO networks, both direct sequence spread spectrum and Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) are used in the downlink and CDMA is used in the uplink [22,
23]. The downlink channel is a single broadband link shared by all users in a cell. One
user is allowed to receive data in a single time slot. The base station estimates each user’s
channel condition based on the feedback from individual mobile station’s measurements.
The channel quality indication (CQI) feedback from the mobile station and the corre-
sponding Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) schemes are used as in many current
and future wireless standards. In time slotted systems, the number of users supported
10
Figure 2: EV-DO downlink slot structure
is constrained theoretically. The maximum supported users or flows are limited by the
number of time slots per second and packet arrival rates (Eq. (3.1)).
max supported users =
no time slots/sec
packet arrival rate/user
(3.1)
For example, EV-DO revision A uses a 1.25 MHz bandwidth with direct sequence
spread spectrum. The chip rate is 1.2288 Mchips/second, and the basic timing unit (slot)
is 2048 chips. Figure 2 shows the EV-DO downlink slot structure. The downlink slot
contains only three different channels. The pilot channel and the forward Medium Access
Control (MAC) channel are always presented in a downlink slot. The forward traffic
channel or the control channel can be included in the data part of the downlink slot.
The slot time is 1.667 ms, so there are 600 slots per second. Thus, it can serve a
maximum of 600 packets per second (without bundling). Suppose a voice coder generates
11
Figure 3: EV-DO downlink channel structure
a VoIP packet every 20 msec (i.e., a maximum of 50 packets/sec) and its average activity
ratio is approximately 50%. Then, the maximum number of VoIP users supported in
the EV-DO system is only 24 (= 600/(50 × 0.5)). Meanwhile, the channel may go
underutilized since the VoIP packet sizes are generally small (refer to Table 4), and not
able to fill the entire time slot.
Figure 3 shows the EV-DO downlink (forward) channel structure. The EV-DO
downlink channel consists of the pilot channel, the forward MAC channel, the forward
traffic channel, and the control channel. The forward traffic channel is a packet-based,
variable rate channel and carries user data. The control channel carries control messages
and it may also carry user data. The pilot channel is used by the mobile station for initial
acquisition, phase recovery, timing recovery, and maximal-ratio combining. An additional
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function of the pilot channel is to provide the mobile station with a means of predicting
interference level for the purpose of forward data rate control of the forward data channel.
The forward MAC channel is composed of the reverse activity channel, the Data
Rate Control Lock (DRC Lock) channel, the reverse power control channel, and the for-
ward automatic repeat request (ARQ) channel. The reverse activity channel is used for
indicating whether or not an uplink load exceeds a threshold. The mobile station adjusts
the output power level of the pilot channel in response to each power control bit received
on the reverse power control channel. The DRC Lock channel is used to indicate the
channel state from the mobile station to the base station. The forward ARQ channel sends
a positive acknowledgment or a negative acknowledgment in response to a physical layer
packet.
Figure 4 shows the EV-DO uplink (reverse) channel structure. The EV-DO uplink
channel structure is quite different when the mobile station is in a sleep state or an active
state. In a sleep state, the mobile station uses the access channel. The access channel
consists of the reverse pilot channel and the reverse data channel. In an active state, the
mobile station uses the reverse traffic channel. The reverse traffic channel is composed
of the primary pilot channel, the auxiliary pilot channel, the reverse MAC channel, the
acknowledgement channel, and the reverse data channel. The reverse MAC channel con-
sists of the Reverse Rate Indicator (RRI) channel, the DRC channel, and the Data Source
Control (DSC) channel.
When the mobile station is transmitting a reverse traffic channel, it continuously
transmits the primary pilot channel and the RRI channel. The reverse data channel is also
13
Figure 4: EV-DO uplink channel structure
a packet-based, variable rate channel and carries user data. The auxiliary pilot channel is
used to provide uplink channel estimation for the large uplink physical layer packets. The
RRI channel is used to indicate the data rate of the data channel being transmitted on the
reverse traffic channel. The DRC channel is used by the mobile station to indicate to the
base station the requested forward traffic channel data rate and the selected serving sector
on the downlink channel. The ACK channel is used by the mobile station to inform the
base station whether or not the physical layer packet transmitted on the forward traffic
channel has been received successfully. The DSC channel indicates the sector of the base
station from which the mobile station wishes to receive the forward traffic channel.
Figure 5 shows the EV-DO uplink subframe structure. One uplink subframe con-
sists of four slots. Uplink channels are orthogonally spread by Walsh functions. Only the
14
Figure 5: EV-DO uplink slot structure
ACK channel and DSC channel share slots using TDM.
The CQI from the mobile station is called the Data Rate Control (DRC) channel
in the EV-DO system. The measured DRC value is fed back to the base station once
every 1.667 msec using the reverse control channel. This slot size is short enough so that
each user’s channel quality stays approximately constant within one time slot, as it can be
shown by computing the Doppler frequency of a mobile user at 2 GHz. In each time slot,
one user is scheduled for transmission. Each user constantly reports to the base station its
instantaneous channel capacity, i.e., the rate at which data can be transmitted if this user
is scheduled for transmission.
Depending on the DRC feedback value, AMC schemes are adopted to support
variable data rates for more reliable transmission for different mobile stations’ channel
15
Table 1: Adaptive modulation and coding schemes in EV-DO Rev. A downlink
DRC Data rate (kbps) Bits per slot Code Rate Modulation
1 38.4 64 1/4 QPSK
2 76.8 128 1/4 QPSK
3 153.6 256 1/4 QPSK
4 307.2 512 1/4 QPSK
5 307.2 512 1/4 QPSK
6 614.4 1024 1/4 QPSK
7 614.4 1024 1/4 QPSK
8 921.6 1536 3/8 8-PSK
9 1228.8 2048 1/2 QPSK
10 1228.8 2048 1/2 16-QAM
11 1843.2 3072 1/2 8-PSK
12 2457.6 4096 1/2 16-QAM
13 1586.0 2560 1/2 16-QAM
14 3072.0 5120 1/2 16-QAM
environments. Modulation schemes are closely related to physical packet size. That is, if
the physical packet size is less than or equal to 2048, QPSK is used; if the physical packet
size is 3072, 8PSK is used; and if the physical packet size is 4096 or 5120, 16QAM is
used. Table 1 shows modulation and coding options in the EV-DO Rev. A downlink.
On the reverse link where multiple mobile stations send transmissions concur-
rently, the EV-DO system capacity is limited by the interference level measured by RoT
(Rise over Thermal). The RoT value is the total received power divided by the thermal
noise value. The sector RoT value should be less than a threshold (99% of the time less
than 7 dB is recommended) to stabilize the system. The base station measures the sector
16
Figure 6: Reverse link Hybrid ARQ
RoT value and informs mobile stations with the RAB (Reverse Activity Bit) whether RoT
is high or not, so that the uplink rate can be controlled.
In the EV-DO uplink link, four slots make one subframe and one frame consists
of four subframes. One subframe sends one subpacket which is a basic sending unit in
the EV-DO reverse link. In EV-DO rev. 0, Hybrid ARQ is not used because one reverse
link frame uses 16 consecutive slots. Hybrid ARQ is used in EV-DO rev. A. Figure 6
illustrates usage of Hybrid ARQ in a reverse link. In EV-DO rev. A, four subpackets are
not sent consecutively to use hybrid ARQ.
Speech is encoded using a variable rate vocoder via the Enhanced Variable Rate
Codec (EVRC) that generates VoIP traffic depending on speech activity. Since a frame
duration is fixed at 20 ms, the number of bits per frame varies according to the traffic rate.
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171 bits, 80 bits, 40 bits, and 16 bits are generated for full, half, 1/4, and 1/8 rate coding,
respectively [58, 60]. For silence periods, a 1/8 rate packet is sent in one out of every 12
slots (i.e., every 240 ms) for background comfort noise. A more detailed description can
be found in cdma2000 specification [55].
The multi-user packet is a new feature of EV-DO Rev. A and it is designed to
support more users per given time period. It is very important to support more users per
given time period in real-time applications like VoIP because their delay deadlines can be
better met with multi-user packets. The VoIP application is the best fit for the multi-user
packet, since the VoIP packets are generated frequently (every 20 ms) and their sizes are
small.
A bundled packet can be recognized by the preamble of the physical layer packet
and the MAC header. Figure 7 shows single as well as bundled packet formats. A single
user packet bundling of n packets (SUP-multiplex, (b)) has n bytes of header for the
packet lengths of individual packets. With multi-user packet bundling (MUP-multiplex,
(c)), 2 bytes are necessary for each packet to identify the mobile station within a sector
and the packet length. All mobile stations decapsulate a frame as if it were a multicast
packet, to extract the packet portion destined to itself.
To be specific, it works as follows. In a single user packet (SUP-simplex or SUP-
multiplex), a preamble of the physical layer packet is used to hold the MAC Index that
represents the destination of the packet. In a multi-user packet (MUP), a preamble of the
physical layer packet is used to hold the modulation scheme and the MAC header is used
to hold the MAC Index and packet size of individual packets(see Figure 7 (d)).
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Figure 7: Packet formats.
Table 2 shows compatible single user packet formats and multi-user packet for-
mats on DRC values. More compatible formats are supported by the multi-user packet
because a smaller packet can reduce packet error rate. An ARQ mechanism is also used in
the multi-user packet. The base station retransmits the multi-user packet until all mobile
stations send positive acknowledgements to the base station or duration of the multi-user
packet ends. When we compare uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet to
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uncorrected error probability of the single user packet for the same DRC value, uncor-
rected error probability of the multi-user packet is always bigger than uncorrected error
probability of the single user packet because the multi-user packet needs more acknowl-
edgements than the single user packet. If packet size is small enough to use a lower rate
packet format, the lower rate packet format will reduce an error rate and a lower error rate
will reduce the number of retransmissions.
Table 2: Transmission formats in EV-DO Rev. A downlink
DRC Data Single user transmission Multi-user transmission
index rate format (packet size, format (packet size,
(kbps) duration, preamble) duration, preamble)
1 38.4 (128, 16, 1024), (256, 16, 1024), None
(512, 16, 1024), (1024, 16, 1024)
2 76.8 (128, 8, 1024), (256, 8, 1024), None
(512, 8, 1024), (1024, 8, 1024)
3 153.6 (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256), (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256) (512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256)
4 307.2 (128, 2, 128), (256, 2, 128), (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 2, 128), (1024, 2, 128) (512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256)
5 307.2 (512, 4, 128), (1024, 4, 128), (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128) (512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128)
6 614.4 (128, 1, 64), (256, 1, 64), (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 1, 64), (1024, 1, 64) (512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256)
7 614.4 (512, 2, 64), (1024, 2, 64), (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(2048, 2, 64) (512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128)
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Table 2: – Continued.
DRC Data Single user transmission Multi-user transmission
index rate format (packet size, format (packet size,
(kbps) duration, preamble) duration, preamble)
8 921.6 (1024, 2, 64), (3072, 2, 64) (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128), (3072, 2, 64)
9 1228.8 (512, 1, 64), (1024, 1, 64), (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(2048, 1, 64) (512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128)
10 1228.8 (4096, 2, 64) (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128), (3072, 2, 64),
(4096, 2, 64)
11 1843.2 (1024, 1, 64), (3072, 1, 64) (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128), (3072, 2, 64)
12 2457.6 (4096, 1, 64) (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128), (3072, 2, 64),
(4096, 2, 64)
13 1586.0 (5120, 2, 64) (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128), (3072, 2, 64),
(4096, 2, 64), (5120, 2, 64)
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Table 2: – Continued.
DRC Data Single user transmission Multi-user transmission
index rate format (packet size, format (packet size,
(kbps) duration, preamble) duration, preamble)
14 3072.0 (5120, 1, 64) (128, 4, 256), (256, 4, 256),
(512, 4, 256), (1024, 4, 256),
(2048, 4, 128), (3072, 2, 64),
(4096, 2, 64), (5120, 2, 64)
3.2 Multicarrier EV-DO
Multicarrier EV-DO is backward compatible with 1xEV-DO Rev. A systems and
specifies up to a 20 MHz wide system with each carrier 1.25 MHz wide and terminals sup-
porting one or more carriers. A multicarrier operation achieves higher efficiencies relative
to a single-carrier because a multicarrier operation can exploit channel frequency selec-
tivity, improve transmit efficiencies on the reverse link, and use adaptive load balancing
across carriers.
New concepts introduced in a multicarrier EV-DO are as follows [4]:
• multilink radio link protocol (ML-RLP) for channel aggregation;
• symmetric multicarrier mode and asymmetric multicarrier modes of operation;
• multicarrier reverse traffic channel MAC;
• adaptive load balancing;
• flexible duplex carrier assignment.
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If EV-DO Rev. A channel cards are used in a multicarrier EV-DO network, ML-
RLP is required when a terminal is assigned carriers on channel cards that do not commu-
nicate with each other and operate an independent scheduler. ML-RLP is only necessary
on the forward link and is not required if a single scheduler is responsible for scheduling
packets across multiple carriers. The base station controller splits packets into segments
and sends the segments to the base stations. Each channel card independently schedules
the segments and sends them to mobile stations and ML-RLP aggregates and reassembles
them to restore the original packets.
Multicarrier EV-DO supports a symmetric multicarrier mode, a basic asymmetric
multicarrier mode, and an enhanced asymmetric multicarrier mode. The number of for-
ward channels is equal to the number of reverse channels in the symmetric multicarrier
mode. The symmetric mode of operation may be used for applications with symmetric
data rate requirements on the forward and reverse links. The symmetric multicarrier mode
enables a multicarrier operation using an aggregation of EV-DO Rev. A channel cards. If
application uses more forward links than reverse links, the asymmetric multicarrier mode
can be used. The asymmetric mode of operation results in reduced reverse link overhead
as the pilot channels for the additional reverse link carriers are not transmitted. In the ba-
sic asymmetric multicarrier mode, a single reverse channel may carry feedback for more
than one forward channel using unique long codes for each feedback channel. In an en-
hanced asymmetric multicarrier mode, a single reverse channel may carry feedback for
up to four forward channels using the same long code.
The main features of the multicarrier reverse traffic channel MAC are flow to
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carrier mapping, reverse link load balancing and efficient reverse link transmission. The
reverse link MAC specifies fixed allocation flows and elastic flows. Fixed allocation flows
have high priority and can use network resources up to the limit. Elastic allocation flows
use excess resources when the demands of all fixed allocation flows have been met. The
mobile station attempts to achieve efficient transmission while achieving load balancing
by favoring the reverse link carrier with the least interference.
The base station can achieve packet-based load balancing on the forward link. If
the near uniform load is maintained across carriers on the forward link, the base station
can assign carriers to mobile stations to maximize capacity utilization and spectral effi-
ciency gains. The mobile station can also achieve carrier-based load balancing on the
reverse link. If nearly equal interference is maintained across carriers on the reverse link,
the mobile station can pick the instantaneously best carrier for transmitting the packet.
Any reverse channel from a band class can be coupled with any forward channel
from the same band class or with a forward channel from another band class based on the
capabilities of the mobile station with flexible duplex spacing. Flexible duplex spacing
also allows using a reverse channel from a paired spectrum with forward channels from
both the paired spectrum as well as the unpaired spectrum providing operators further
flexibility in spectrum allocation.
3.3 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX)
The WiMAX system and Long Term Evolution (LTE) system are currently de-
ploying in the United States [16]. The current WiMAX system is based on IEEE 802.16e
(802.16-2005) specification. There are five different physical layers, WirelessMAN-SC,
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WirelessMAN-SCa, WirelessMAN-OFDM, WirelessMAX-OFDMA, and WirelessHU-
MAN. They are defined in IEEE 802.16e specification [47, 56, 57]. The WirelessMAN-
SC physical layer uses a single carrier in line of sight (LOS) environments. It is tar-
geted for operation in the 10-66 GHz frequency band. All other physical layers sup-
port non-line of sight (NLOS) environments in frequency bands between 2-11 GHz. The
WirelessMAN-OFDM physical layer uses the 256 point fast Fourier transform (FFT) or-
thogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). The WirelessMAN-OFDMA phys-
ical layer uses 128, 256, 512, 1024, or 2048 point FFT orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA) based on system bandwidth. Most of the current WiMAX
products implement the OFDMA physical layer [43]. Multiple subscribers use a TDMA
method to share the wireless channel in this physical layer.
The key features of the WiMAX system are as follows:
• time division duplex (TDD), frequency division duplex (FDD), and half-duplex
FDD (H-FDD) are supported;
• several frame sizes (2 ms - 20 ms) are supported;
• supported bandwidth ranges are from 1.25 MHz to 28 MHz;
• multiple modulation and coding schemes are supported; QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM
are supported modulation schemes; convolutional codes, convolutional turbo codes,
block turbo codes, and low density parity check codes are supported coding schemes;
• downlink and uplink hybrid ARQ are supported;
• multi-antenna operations are supported including the advanced antenna subsys-
tem (AAS) mode; the open-loop space time coding (STC) modes; the closed-loop
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Figure 8: WiMAX frame structure
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) modes; and the uplink space division mul-
tiple access (SDMA);
• multiple QoS classes can be defined; those multiple QoS classes are suitable for
combination of data, voice, and video services;
• efficient multicast-broadcast transmission schemes using single frequency network
(SFN) concepts are supported;
• fast scheduling is possible based on flexible CQI.
Figure 8 shows the WiMAX frame structure. There are several options for frame
size. Generally, each frame is configured to be 5 ms long and is time division du-
plexed into downlink and uplink subframes. There are two gaps between a downlink
subframe and an uplink subframe. A transmit-receive transition gap (TTG) occurs when
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the base station switches from transmit to receive mode and a receive-transmit transition
gap (RTG) occurs when the base station switches from receive to transmit mode. The
mobile stations use these gaps in the opposite way.
At the beginning of each frame, downlink control information is transmitted con-
sisting of the preamble, the frame control header (FCH), the downlink map (DL-MAP),
and the uplink map (UL-MAP). The preamble is used for time synchronization and down-
link channel estimation. The FCH carries information of the subchannels being used by
the sector in the current frame, coding, and size of the DL-MAP. The DL-MAP and the
UL-MAP define the burst start time, burst end time, modulation types, and forward error
control (FEC) information. The DL-MAP and UL-MAP consist of information elements.
The size of the DL-MAP and the UL-MAP are proportional to the number of downlink
and uplink users scheduled in that frame. The DL-MAP and UL-MAP are modulated
with reliable modulation and coding such as BPSK or QPSK. The DL-MAP and UL-
MAP usually require two or four repetitions depending on the channel condition.
Uplink control channels are composed of the ranging channel, the CQI channel,
and the acknowledge (ACK) channel. The ranging channel provides the random access
capability for initial entry, timing adjustment, periodic synchronization, bandwidth re-
quest, and hand-off entry. The uplink CQI or fast feedback channel is used by a mobile
station to report the measured carrier to interference and noise ratio (CINR) back to the
base station. This information is used for functions such as selecting the downlink mod-
ulation and coding rates. Another uplink control channel, the uplink ACK channel, trans-
ports ACK and negative acknowledge (NACK) feedback for the downlink hybrid ARQ
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data transmission and occupies half an uplink slot.
The WiMAX system supports full usage of subchannels (FUSC) and partial usage
of subchannels (PUSC). In FUSC, all subcarriers have to be allocated in one cell or sector.
PUSC is designed so that only a set of the subcarriers can be allocated to one cell or sector,
depending on the traffic conditions, and to reduce interference. Other options include tile
usage subchannelization (TUSC) and optional full usage subchannelization (O-FUSC) for
downlink, and optional partial usage subchannelization (O-PUSC) for uplink.
The burst allocation is important in WiMAX scheduling. The shape of the down-
link burst should be rectangular and slots will be wasted if the allocation algorithm is not
efficient. In an uplink burst, the number of subchannels should be minimized because of
power limitation. The shape of the uplink burst has no limitation.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTIPLE PACKET BUNDLING
In this chapter, we first show the hardness of the bundling problem [33]. We then
discuss channel error probability of multi-user packets. We finally discuss QAB, CAB,
and QCB algorithms that approximately optimize QoS requirements, utilization, and both
QoS and channel utilization, respectively. The analytic models of QAB and CAB are
described in [12].
Efficient packet bundling may not always be beneficial due to diverse channel con-
ditions observed at the mobile stations. For EV-DO, when multiple packets are bundled,
the modulation is used for a destination with the worst channel condition. A modulation
for a worse channel means a lower effective bit rate to compensate for a higher error rate.
Thus, a multi-user packet may sacrifice data rates for all users based on the worst channel.
Therefore, bundling is not a trivial task and careful decisions need to be made.
4.1 Hardness of the Problem
We show that given a set of packets, finding a packet bundling assignment with a
minimal number is NP-complete.
Packet bundling assignment problem: Given a set of packets of varying size, time
slot, and an integer b, is there a bundling assignment or partition of the packets into time
slots, with a partition size less than b?
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To prove that it is NP-complete, we prove that the following Bin Packing Problem
that is known to be NP-complete [21, 28] can be reduced to our packet bundling problem
in polynomial time.
Bin packing problem: Find a partition and assignment of a set of objects such that
a constraint is satisfied or an objective function is minimized (or maximized). Specifically,
determine how to put the most objects in the least number of fixed space bins. More
formally, given a bin size V and a list a1, . . . , an of sizes of the items to pack, find an
integer B and a B-Partition of a set S1 ∪ · · · ∪ SB such that
∑
i∈Sk
ai ≤ V for all k =
1, . . . , B.
The reduction is trivial in that the object and bin sizes correspond to the packet
size and time slot interval, respectively, and the partition relates to the packet bundle
assignment. Notice that this problem is easier than the problem of finding an optimal or
minimal packet partition. If a minimal partition is known, simply computing its size and
comparing it to B allows us to answer the question.
4.2 Uncorrected Error Probability of a Multi-user Packet
The hybrid ARQ is used in EV-DO rev. A downlink and uplink. In the EV-DO
system, a downlink hybrid ARQ is introduced from EV-DO rev. 0 and it shows substantial
capacity gains [49]. The channel error probability of the hybrid ARQ depends on channel
conditions. Before we discuss comparisons between uncorrected error probability of the
multi-user packet and that of the single user packet, we define basic probabilities.
• pi,j is channel error probability of j-th transmission using data rate control index i
which is the best data rate control index in the current channel condition. Channel
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error probability pi,j is always greater than channel error probability pi,k if k > j
because of hybrid ARQ.
• pki,j is channel error probability of j-th transmission using data rate control index i
which is not the best data rate control index in the current channel condition. The
data rate control index k is the best data rate control index in the current channel
condition. Channel error probability pki,j is always less than channel error probabil-
ity pi,j because reliability of packet delivery increases if a lower data rate control
index is used in the same channel condition.
• d(n) is the best rate of n-th packet in the current channel condition.
If the multi-user packet is composed of two single user packets with data rate
control index i, the data rate control index of multi-user packet is i. An uncorrected error
probability of multi-user packet Pm1 follows after the first transmission.
Pm1 = 1− (1− pi,1)(1− pi,1) = 2pi,1 − pi,12 > pi,1 (4.1)
The uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet is greater than the uncorrected
error probability of the single user packet because the uncorrected error probability of the
single user packet is pi,1.
The following equation is an uncorrected error probability of multi-user packet
Pm2 after the second transmission. The uncorrected error probability of the single user
packet is pi,1pi,2.
Pm2 = 1− (1− pi,1pi,2)(1− pi,1pi,2) = 2pi,1pi,2 − pi,1pi,22 > pi,1pi,2 (4.2)
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The uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet is also greater than the uncor-
rected error probability of the single user packet in the second transmission.
In the s-th transmission case, the uncorrected error probability of the single user
packet is
∏s
t=1 pi,t. The uncorrected error probability of multi-user packet Pms follows
after the s-th transmission.
Pms = 1− (1−
s∏
t=1
pi,t)(1−
s∏
t=1
pi,t) >
s∏
t=1
pi,t (4.3)
This result shows that the multi-user packet has a higher uncorrected error probability
compared to the single user packet.
If the multi-user packet is composed of two single user packets with a data rate
control index i and k respectively (i < k), then the data rate control index of the multi-
user packet is i. An uncorrected error probability of multi-user packet Pm1 follows after
the first transmission.
Pm1 = 1− (1− pi,1)(1− pki,1) = pi,1 + pki,1 − pi,1pki,1 > pi,1 (4.4)
The uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet is greater than the uncorrected
error probability of the single user packet whose data rate control index is the worst among
bundled packets because the uncorrected error probability of the single user packet is pi,1.
The following equation is an uncorrected error probability of multi-user packet
Pm2 after the second transmission. The uncorrected error probability of the single user
packet is pi,1pi,2.
Pm2 = 1− (1− pi,1pi,2)(1− pki,1pki,2) = pi,1pi,2 + pki,1pki,2− pi,1pi,2pki,1pki,2 > pi,1pi,2 (4.5)
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The uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet is also greater than the uncor-
rected error probability of the single user packet in the second transmission.
In the s-th transmission case, the uncorrected error probability of the single user
packet is
∏s
t=1 pi,t. The uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet Pms follows
after the s-th transmission.
Pms = 1− (1−
s∏
t=1
pi,t)(1−
s∏
t=1
pki,t) >
s∏
t=1
pi,t (4.6)
This result shows that the multi-user packet has a higher uncorrected error probability
compared to the single user packet.
If the multi-user packet is composed of q single user packets with a data rate
control index d(n) respectively, the data rate control index of the multi-user packet is
L = minqn=1 d(n). The uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet Pm1 follows
after the first transmission.
Pm1 = 1−
q∏
n=1
(1− pd(n)L,1 ) > pL,1 (4.7)
The uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet is greater than the uncorrected
error probability of the single user packet whose data rate control index is the worst among
bundled packets because the uncorrected error probability of single user packet is pL,1.
The following equation is an uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet
Pm2 after the second transmission. The uncorrected error probability of the single user
packet is pL,1pL,2.
Pm2 = 1−
q∏
n=1
(1− pd(n)L,1 pd(n)L,2 ) > pL,1pL,2 (4.8)
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The uncorrected error probability of the multi-user packet is also greater than the uncor-
rected error probability of the single user packet in the second transmission.
In the s-th transmission case, the uncorrected error probability of the single user
packet is
∏s
t=1 pL,t. The uncorrected error probability of multi-user packet Pms follows
after the s-th transmission.
Pms = 1−
q∏
n=1
(1−
s∏
t=1
p
d(n)
L,t ) >
s∏
t=1
pL,t (4.9)
This result shows that the multi-user packet has a higher uncorrected error probability
compared to the single user packet whose data rate control index is the worst among
bundled packets.
We reduce the retransmission of a multi-user packet using the following method.
If a member of a multi-user packet is sent using a single user packet format, the maxi-
mum retransmission count of this single user packet is Cs. The Cs is less than or equal to
the maximum retransmission count of the multi-user packet. If the retransmission count
of the multi-user packet is greater than or equal to Cs, the scheduler assumes that ac-
knowledgement is received even if negative acknowledgement is received. For example,
the multi-user packet is composed of two member packets and the maximum retransmis-
sion count of the first member is 2 and that of the second member is 4. The maximum
retransmission count of the multi-user packet is 4. After two transmissions, negative
acknowledgement is received for the first member and positive acknowledgement is re-
ceived for the second member. In this case, the scheduler stops sending the multi-user
packet because the scheduler assumes that all positive acknowledgements are received
for both member packets.
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4.3 QoS Aware Packet Bundling (QAB)
With QoS aware scheduling, a packet with the longest delay, p∗du , will be selected
for service as below, when packet bundling is not used.1 2
p∗du = argmax
u
d(pu) (4.10)
where d(pu) is the delay of a packet of user u.
The above equation can be extended to a set of bundled packets B∗d as follows:
B∗d = argmax
Bd
|Bd|
∑
u∈Bd
d(pu) (4.11)
such that
∑
u∈Bd
L(pu)/AMC(u) ≤ T (4.12)
where T is the size of time slot, L(pu) is the size of user u’s packet, and AMC(u∗)
is the AMC rate of the user with the worst channel condition. The bundle set is composed
of packets where the sum of their delays is the longest. The constraint is to ensure the
set of packets are bundled within a time slot when adaptive coding and modulation is
applied. As discussed earlier, finding such a set of packets for bundling is an NP-complete
problem. Thus, we use an approximation algorithm called QAB as shown in Algorithm 1.
The input is a queue of VoIP packets and the output is a packet bundling assignment. The
QAB algorithm is similar to the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm. Both algorithms
are designed to serve real-time applications like VoIP. When there is not a real-time packet
to bundle, a BE packet will be sent along. The packet size of BE traffic is often big enough
for an entire time slot. For handling BE traffic, we use the PF algorithm for fairness.
1A packet will be dropped if the delay is greater than the requirement.
2We discuss QoS mainly in the context of a delay parameter. However, it can be easily applied to other
QoS parameters.
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4.4 Channel Aware Packet Bundling (CAB)
As the channel condition varies depending on the time and the location of a user,
the transmission data rate that a base station can send to a mobile station changes, de-
pending on the channel condition. Opportunistic scheduling that maximizes the channel
utilization is to choose a packet p∗cu whose channel rate CQI(u) is the maximum. That is
p∗cu = argmax
u
CQI(u) (4.13)
A natural extension of the scheme to packet bundling is to choose the set of packets , Bc
that gives the maximum sum of CQIs within the time slot.
B∗c = argmax
Bc
∑
u∈Bc
CQI(u) (4.14)
subject to ∑u∈Bc L(pu)/AMC(u) ≤ T .
Since an algorithm that finds such a set of packets is NP-complete, a heuristic
algorithm can be used to approximate the maximum rate bundling. A sketch of the CAB
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. In order to better utilize the channel, packets from the
same or similar channel conditions are bundled together. Since the worst AMC rate of the
bundled packets will be the same or similar to the users’ channel condition, the bundling
ratio is high, resulting in efficient channel utilization. Also, for efficient handling of small
size real-time packets, it defines a bundling threshold, Bthresh, which is the minimum
real-time data size or the number of packets that should be bundled. By limiting Bthresh
to a small number, packets can be scheduled without being deferred, particularly when
there are few real-time packets to be bundled. A large Bthresh forces the real-time packets
to be bundled with a high bundling ratio, in order to better share the channel with BE
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traffic.
Note that since the objective is only to maximize the utilization, it is impossible
to provide any delay guarantees. Thus, a packet may wait for a long time for a chance of
bundling. Real-time packets that exceed the maximum allowed delay, or packets arriving
when the queue is full, will be dropped.
4.5 QoS and Channel Aware Packet Bundling (QCB)
The QCB scheme seeks to gain the benefits of both the QAB and CAB methods.
The main objectives of the QCB scheme are first to satisfy delay requirements of real-time
packets, and then to utilize the wireless channel efficiently. We first define a maximum
allowed delay, Dthresh that scheduling of real-time packets can be deferred in the queue
without sacrificing QoS. If there are packets whose delays are greater than or equal to
Dthresh, those packets should be bundled first in order to meet the delay requirement.
When the packets’ delays are less than Dthresh, they attempt to utilize the channel effi-
ciently by gathering packets of similar channel conditions that can be bundled together.
The deferred scheduling of real-time packets makes room for opportunistic scheduling.
For our experiments in Chapter 5, we set Dthresh to be 25 ms, and Bthresh to be 4. We
have varied the parameters and found that those values provide a good tradeoff between
QAB and CAB. When Dthresh is 0, the QCB algorithm is the same as QAB. When Dthresh
is bigger than the delay threshold of dropping a packet, the QCB algorithm is reduced to
the CAB algorithm. The pseudo-codes of the QCB algorithm are illustrated in Algorithm
3.
To fully understand the comparative benefits of QAB, CAB, and QCB, we now
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study them from simulation results from a full EV-DO implementation.
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Algorithm 1 QoS Aware packet Bundling (QAB)
if no VoIP packet
Add a BE packet to a SUP
else
Remove the oldest VoIP packet from the queue and make a MUP
while the queue is not empty and the MUP is not full
if the coding of next oldest VoIP packet is not compatible with the MUP
if the MUP is too small to add the VoIP packet
Exit the while loop
else
Change the MUP with the new coding
Remove the VoIP packet from the queue and add it to the MUP
end if
else
Remove the next oldest VoIP packet and add it to the MUP
end if
end while
if the MUP is not full
Add a BE packet to the MUP
end if
end if
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Algorithm 2 Channel Aware packet Bundling (CAB)
if no VoIP packet
Add a BE packet to a SUP
else
while the queue is not empty and the MUP is not full
Remove a VoIP packet from the queue and add it to the MUP
with corresponding coding format
end while
foreach defined MUP format
if the number of VoIP packets ≥ Bthresh
Create a MUP using VoIP packets
if the MUP is not full
Add a BE packet to the MUP
end if
Exit foreach loop
end if
end foreach
if no MUP created
Add a BE packet to a SUP
end if
end if
Algorithm 3 QoS and Channel aware packet Bundling (QCB)
if delay of a VoIP packet ≥ Dthresh
Run QAB algorithm
else
Run CAB algorithm
end if
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CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION
We have implemented the complete cdma2000 1xEV-DO system recommended
by the 3GPP2 evaluation methodology [54] using OPNET. We have built an EV-DO link
layer because OPNET does not support an EV-DO link layer. To the best of our knowl-
edge, it is the first simulation that includes both a downlink and an uplink of the EV-DO
system.1 Even though our work is focused on downlink resource allocation and schedul-
ing, the performance of the downlink is tightly coupled with uplink feedback and control
mechanisms. Therefore, our implementation provides practical insights from the inter-
play of both links. In this chapter, we describe simulation setup used in our study, our
EV-DO simulator, and discuss several prominent results of our extensive simulations.
5.1 Simulation Setup
We discuss important aspects of a simulation environment in the following sub-
sections.
5.1.1 Wraparound Model
As for cell interference, we implement a 19 cell wraparound model as depicted in
Figure 9. It makes the interference environment more realistic than with a 7 cell model as
it considers second level interferences, and is recommended in [54]. With the wraparound
1Previous EV-DO evaluation studies [6, 52] have been conducted on each link separately.
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Figure 9: 19 cell wraparound model (The 19 white cells in the center are our modeled
cells. The other gray cells are imaginary cells that give interferences)
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model, the interference affects other cells nearby in the simulation. In Figure 9, the 19
white center cells are our modeled cells. The other gray cells are imaginary cells that
show how wraparound models work. For example, when we calculate interference of
white cell 11, cells 10, 3, 12, 18, 19, and 15 give first level interferences and cells 16, 9, 2,
1, 4, 13, 17, 6, 7, 8, 14, and 5 give second level interferences. Each cell has three sectors.
From this model, we can collect the results from all cells rather than only from the center
cell. We also evaluate the performance repeatedly and from all the 57 sectors to provide
the statistical results.
5.1.2 Path Loss and Antenna Gain
The path distance and angle used to compute the path loss and antenna gain of a
mobile station at (x, y) to a base station at (a, b) are computed with Equations (5.1) and
(5.2), respectively from [54].
Path loss = 28.6 + 35log10(d)dB (5.1)
where d is the distance between the base station and the mobile station in meters.
A(θ) = −min(12 ∗ (θ/70.0)2, 20)dB (5.2)
where −180 ≤ θ ≤ 180 .
The distance used in the path loss between a mobile station at (x, y) to the nearest
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base station in a group of cells centered at (a, b) is the minimum of the following.
min { Dist{(x, y), (a, b)}
Dist{(x, y), (a+ 3R, b+ 8
√
3R/2)}
Dist{(x, y), (a− 3R, b− 8
√
3R/2)}
Dist{(x, y), (a+ 4.5R, b− 7
√
3R/2)}
Dist{(x, y), (a− 4.5R, b+ 7
√
3R/2)}
Dist{(x, y), (a+ 7.5R, b+
√
3R/2)}
Dist{(x, y), (a− 7.5R, b−
√
3R/2)}}
where R is the radius of a circle that connects the six vertices of the hexagon.
5.1.3 Channel Model
We used the five channel models as recommended in [54]. Channel models are
randomly assigned to each mobile station. The probabilities that mobile stations take the
channel models A, B, C, D, and E are 0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.1, respectively. Table 3
summarizes the channel models that were used.
5.1.4 Traffic Generation
As the effectiveness of the scheduling algorithms would depend on the traffic mix,
we evaluate the algorithms under various scenarios. We vary the number of VoIP sessions
from 5 to 45 users. Additionally, 10 Best Effort (BE) sessions are added to observe
the interplay of VoIP and BE traffic. For VoIP traffic, EVRC is used as mentioned in
Chapter 3.
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Table 3: Channel models used
Channel Multi-path No. of Speed Fading Model
model model fingers (km/h) assignment
(paths) probability
Model A Pedestrian A 1 3 Jakes 0.30
Model B Pedestrian B 3 10 Jakes 0.30
Model C Vehicular A 2 30 Jakes 0.20
Model D Pedestrian A 1 120 Jakes 0.10
Model E Single path 1 0, Rician Factor 0.10
(Stationary) fD=1.5 Hz K = 10 dB
We also use silence suppression for VoIP packets, where a 1/8 rate packet is gen-
erated every 240 ms in a silence mode. Robust Header Compression (RoHC) [18] is used
as recommended in [55]. RoHC reduces IP, UDP, and RTP headers from 40 bytes to just
3 bytes, which leads to significant bandwidth savings. For BE traffic, FTP file downloads
are performed for large files, so that the channels do not go idle for the duration of the
simulation.
5.1.5 Reverse Link Implementation
The uplink activity includes reverse activities of applications such as reverse di-
rection VoIP (two way conversation) and TCP acknowledgements. Our implementation
supports reverse link Hybrid ARQ. Reverse link Hybrid ARQ is explained in Figure 6.
Our implementation also supports two reverse link transmission modes, LoLat and HiCap
modes. LoLat mode represents a low latency mode and HiCap mode represents a high
capacity mode. LoLat mode generally uses less than 4 subpackets. LoLat mode is more
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Table 4: Summary of parameters used for simulation
Parameter Value
# of VoIP users/sector 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45
# of BE users/sector 10
Bandwidth 1.25 MHz
Cell radius 1 Km
Maximum BS transmission power 20W (43 dBm)
Slot length 1.667 ms
VoIP packet length 5B ∼ 23 B after RoHC
Interval of VoIP packet generation 20 ms
Path loss exponent 3.5
susceptible to channel variation because it uses less time diversity and fewer ARQ rounds
compared to the HiCap mode. LoLat mode also requires a larger traffic-to-pilot power
ratio. HiCap mode generally uses 4 subpackets.
5.1.6 Other Simulation Parameters
Table 4 summarizes other simulation parameters.
5.2 EV-DO simulator
The layout of the EV-DO simulator is shown in Figure 10. The simulator is com-
posed of the application configuration, the application profile, the simulation configura-
tion, the radio channel configuration, the base station controller, base stations, and mobile
stations. The relationship of simulator components is shown in Figure 11.
Traffics are defined in the application configuration. In our simulation, Voice over
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Figure 10: EV-DO simulator layout
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Figure 11: Relationship of simulator components
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Internet Protocol (VoIP) and Best Effort (BE) traffics are used. Codec type, source rate,
silence suppression, voice activity length, silence activity length, and voice activity factor
are defined for VoIP traffic. Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), File Transfer Protocol
(FTP), Database queries, E-mail, and Remote Login are supported as types of BE traffics.
Based on the type of BE traffic, the supported parameters are different. Generally request
size and inter-request time are defined for BE traffic.
Traffic patterns are defined in the application profile. Applications that are defined
in the application configuration can be used to define a profile of application. After an
application is selected, operation mode, start time, duration, and repeatability are defined
for a profile of application.
All simulation parameters, except radio channel parameters, are defined in the
simulation configuration. Scheduler type, location of mobile stations, cell radius, error
rate of data rate control packets, use of fast fading, use of shadowing, use of wraparound
model, and wireless channel assignment are notable parameters in the simulation config-
uration.
Radio channel parameters are defined in the radio channel configuration. The
radio channel configuration also determines packet errors during simulation. In order
to determine packet errors, the radio channel configuration loads modulation tables and
fast fading tables. In each slot time, the radio channel configuration calculates path losses,
antenna gains, interferences, and signal to noise ratios (SNRs). Packet errors are simulated
based on SNRs and random number generations.
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Figure 12: Base station controller components
5.2.1 The Base Station Controller
The base station controller receives packets from the backhaul and routes pack-
ets to the base stations. The base station controller also sends packets to the backhaul
when the base station controller receives packets from the base stations. The base sta-
tion controller needs to handle inter-cell hand-offs. When inter-cell hand-offs happen, the
base station controller holds new packets from the backhaul during inter-cell hand-offs,
transfers packets between the base stations, and updates the routing information.
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The internal components of the base station controller are shown in Figure 12.
The Radio Link Protocol (RLP) module, the BSC controller module, transmitters, and
receivers are internal components of the base station controller. Transmitters and receivers
are standard OPNET modules and we reuse those modules.
The RLP module inspects the IP packets and decides the traffic class of packets.
The RLP module also determines destination, which is one of the mobile stations, of the
IP packets based on an IP address. Then the RLP module reduces the IP header using
Robust Header Compression. The RLP module holds all uplink packets and sends the IP
packets to backhaul if all segmented IP packets are found in its buffers.
The BSC controller module routes packets to base stations. If a mobile station is
not in active mode, the BSC controller module will page the mobile station. If a mobile
station is currently in an inter-cell hand-off mode, the BSC controller will store packets
and deliver them to another base station after the inter-cell hand-off is done. If a mobile
station is in an inter-cell hand-off mode and an old base station forwards packets, the
BSC controller module forwards packets to a new base station. The BSC controller also
handles all uplink control packets.
5.2.2 Base Stations
A base station schedules downlink packets and sends downlink packets to mobile
stations. A base station receives uplink packets from mobile stations and forwards the
uplink packets to the base station controller. A base station keeps maintaining channel
quality information of all mobile stations and updates channel quality information when
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Figure 13: Base station components
the base station receives data rate control packets from the mobile stations.
The internal components of the base station are shown in Figure 13. Transmit-
ters, receivers, antennas, Media Access Control (MAC) module, MUX module, scheduler
modules, and modulator modules are internal components of the base station. The base
station has three scheduler modules and three modulator modules because the base station
divides the cell area into three sectors (alpha, beta, and gamma). Transmitters, receivers,
and antennas are standard OPNET modules and we reuse those modules.
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The MAC module receives downlink packets and holds the packets to different
queues based on sectors and traffic classes. If a class of a packet is real-time class and
a packet is old enough to drop, the MAC module will drop the packet. When intra-cell
hand-off happens, the MAC module moves packets that are affected by intra-cell hand-
off between queues. When the inter-cell hand-off happens, the MAC module sends all
packets that are affected by inter-cell hand-off to the base station controller. The MAC
module also gives the state information of packets and queues to the scheduler modules.
The MAC module creates single user packets or multi-user packets based on the scheduler
module’s decision and sends the packet to the modulator module.
If a current slot is not scheduled yet, the scheduler module requests the state in-
formation of queues and packets to the MAC module. Then the scheduler module decides
to send a single user packet or a multi-user packet and which VoIP or BE packets are
included in a single user packet or a multi-user packet. After the decision is done, the
scheduler module publishes the decision to the MAC module. In each slot boundary, the
scheduler module processes the Data Rate Control packets and updates the channel condi-
tions. When the scheduler module receives an acknowledgement from the mobile station,
the scheduler module cancels the retransmissions if they are already scheduled for the
packet that the acknowledgement is related to. When uplink packets are received in the
scheduler module, those packets are sent to the MUX module.
The modulator module holds packets from the MAC modules and sends the pack-
ets to the mobile stations. The modulator module also schedules retransmissions up to
four times based on the data rates of a packet.
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Figure 14: Mobile station components
5.2.3 Mobile Stations
A mobile station receives downlink packets and sends uplink packets to a base
station. Uplink packets are composed of data packets, acknowledgement packets, and
Data Rate Control packets. A mobile station has its own scheduler to decide which packet
will be sent.
The internal components of the mobile station are shown in Figure 14. A MAC
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module, modulator module, and RLP module are internal components of the mobile sta-
tion. All other modules in the mobile station are standard OPNET modules. Many mod-
ules are reused in the mobile station compared to the base station controller or the base
station because the mobile station should simulate packets up to the application layer.
The MAC module in the mobile station can be divided by two main functionalities.
In active states, the MAC module maintains Pilot to Interference Noise Ratio (PINR). If
inter-cell or intra-cell hand-off is needed, the MAC module initiates a hand-off process.
If no hand-off is needed, the MAC module sends data rate control packets to the base
station. The MAC module queues all packets from the IP layer. If a current slot is not
scheduled yet, the MAC module runs a scheduling algorithm to create a packet. Then
the MAC module sends the packet to the modulator module. In sleep states, the MAC
module checks only paging control packets. If a paging control packet is received, the
MAC module will change its state from sleep to active after the interaction between the
base station and the mobile station.
The modulator module in the mobile station is very similar to the modulator mod-
ule in the base station. Both of them send packets and schedule retransmissions. The
only difference between them is how many flows the modulator module can support. The
modulator module in the mobile station only processes up to two flows, LoLat and HiCap
flows, but the modulator module in the base station processes all flows destined to the
mobile stations in three sectors.
The RLP module in the mobile station collects MAC layer packets and sends IP
packets to the upper layer. If partial IP packets stay in the buffers too long, the RLP
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Table 5: Definition of states in EVRC traffic generator
s(n) R(n− 1) R(n)
0 1 1
1 1 1/2
2 1 1/4
3 1 1/8
4 1/2 1
5 1/2 1/2
6 1/2 1/4
7 1/2 1/8
8 1/4 1
9 1/4 1/2
10 1/4 1/4
11 1/4 1/8
12 1/8 1
13 1/8 1/2
14 1/8 1/4
15 1/8 1/8
module removes those partial packets from the buffers. The RLP module in the mobile
station decides the uplink flows. The LoLat flow is used for real-time traffic and the HiCap
flow is used for BE traffic.
5.2.4 Implementation of EVRC
Most of the VoIP traffic generators supported by the OPNET simulator are on-off
traffic generators and support only two states. Based on the IS-871 standard [59], the
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Table 6: Scaled cumulative transition probabilities
s(n− 1) A1 B1 C1
0 0 0 2916
1 0 20906 25264
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 4915
5 0 17170 24969
6 21856 25887 27099
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 4522
9 0 5472 16384
10 21856 21856 24576
11 28246 29622 30802
12 0 0 5472
13 0 6554 6554
14 28377 28934 29491
15 29753 32473 32571
EVRC traffic generator needs to produce four rates (full rate, half rate, quarter rate, and
1/8 rate) and support at least four states. We modified the standard OPNET module to
implement the EVRC traffic generator. Implementation of the EVRC traffic generator is
described in the IS-871 standard [59]. We summarize important implementation details.
First, we define states based on previous rates and current rates. Table 5 shows the
definition of states in the EVRC traffic generator.
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Algorithm 4 Next transition state in the EVRC traffic generator
if zn < A1
s(n) = (4 ∗ s(n− 1) + 3) mod 16
else if A1 ≤ zn < B1
s(n) = (4 ∗ s(n− 1) + 2) mod 16
else if B1 ≤ zn < C1
s(n) = (4 ∗ s(n− 1) + 1) mod 16
else
s(n) = (4 ∗ s(n− 1)) mod 16
end if
When a VoIP call is started, the initial state of s(n) is 0. Random number zn,
whose range is between 0 and 32767, is generated every 20 ms until the end of the VoIP
call. Then Table 6 and Algorithm 4 are used for determining the next state. After s(n) is
determined, the corresponding rate, R(n), is given by following.
R(n) =
1
2(s(n)mod4)
(5.3)
5.3 Simulation Results
In this section, we first compare bundling algorithms using delay, throughput, and
average packet loss rate. We then discuss performance of bundling algorithms with vari-
ous channel conditions and different cell models. Comparing multi-user packet bundling
to single user packet bundling is an next topic. We also compare different maximum
bundling delays in the QCB Algorithm. Finally, we compare our algorithms to an exist-
ing algorithm.
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Figure 15: Comparisons of bundling algorithms for VoIP traffic delay
5.3.1 Comparisons of Bundling Algorithms
We first discuss the delay and throughput performances of the bundling algo-
rithms, QAB, CAB, and QCB. Figure 15 compares average delays of VoIP traffic for
QAB, CAB, and QCB algorithms. The BE traffic throughput of the three algorithms is
shown in Figure 16.
QAB performs the best for VoIP delay as it schedules based on the remaining time
to meet the QoS. The BE throughput decreases as the number of VoIP users increases in
all cases, because VoIP traffic receives priority over BE traffic. Meanwhile, CAB exhibits
the most throughput for BE, maximizing channel utilization.
QCB provides the best of both of the other methods. Notice that despite the extra
delay due to the deferred bundling time in QCB (maximum 25 ms), QCB VoIP delay is a
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Figure 16: Comparisons of bundling algorithms for BE throughput
lot closer to QAB than CAB. Meanwhile, in terms of BE throughput, our scheme shows
high performance close to CAB due to bundling efficiency. Figures 15 and 16 show a good
performance tradeoff between the delay and throughput of the QCB algorithm. In fact, if
we can allow even more VoIP delay depending on the remaining time to deadline, we can
get more BE throughput via exploiting better channel diversity. However, the trade-off
between delay and throughput is achieved optimally with around a 25 ms bundling delay,
for the given parameters of the traffic load.
Figure 17 compares the average loss rate of VoIP packets for the bundling algo-
rithms. The loss can be due to either channel condition or drops at the queue. In general,
the packet loss rate stays very small and insignificant, around the value of 0.1∼0.5%, for
all the cases. We find that the impact of the small number of occasional packet losses on
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Figure 17: Comparisons of bundling algorithms for packet loss rate
the average loss rate, decreases as the amount of VoIP traffic increases. Also, the more
bundling opportunities that are given, the less loss rate is achieved.
5.3.2 Comparisons of Bundling Algorithms with Various Channel Conditions
We consider various channel conditions, and compare the performance of QAB,
QCB, and CAB in Figures 18 and 19. As for the normal channel condition, we used
the mixture of channel model A∼E as specified in [54] (i.e., Channel model A 30%,
model B 30%, model C 20%, model D 10%, and model E 10%). For the good channel
condition, we used 100% channel model E, and for the bad condition, we used 10%
model A, and 30% for models B, C, and D. In QAB and QCB cases, less average VoIP
delays are measured when the channel condition is better. In the CAB case, an average
VoIP delay with a bad channel condition is less than an average VoIP delay with a normal
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Figure 18: Comparisons of bundling algorithms for average VoIP traffic delay under var-
ious channel conditions (normal, good, bad)
channel condition because a bad channel condition case gives more bundling chances than
a normal channel condition case. The main factor of an average VoIP delay is deferred
bundling time in the CAB case. In general, the performances are better with a good
channel condition and worse with a bad channel condition, for all schedulers. We find
that regardless of the channel condition, QCB achieves an excellent tradeoff between
QAB and CAB, in that a little increase in VoIP delay brings near-CAB BE throughput.
5.3.3 Comparisons of Single Cell Results to 19 Cell Wraparound Results
In this subsection, we compare single cell results to 19 cell wraparound results.
Figures 20 shows BE throughput and Figure 21 shows VoIP delay. Single cell results are
much better than 19 cell wraparound results because there is no inter-cell interference in
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Figure 19: Comparisons of bundling algorithms for BE throughput under various channel
conditions (normal, good, bad)
the single cell model. The results will be too optimistic when we use a single cell model.
We find that QCB achieves an excellent tradeoff between QAB and CAB in different
interference models.
5.3.4 Comparisons of Single User Packet Bundling to Multi-user Packet Bundling
Next, we investigate the variants of QCB and observe the value of a multi-user
packet bundling (we name it QCB-MUP or simply MUP) over a single user packet bundling
(SUP Multiplex) or no bundling (SUP Simplex). Figure 23 shows interesting behavior for
the delay cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of VoIP packets when using QCB.
We compare the single-user packet (SUP) multiplex (i.e., bundled packets from the same
user) and MUP schemes. In the SUP multiplex, VoIP delay increases when the number
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Figure 20: BE throughput of bundling algorithms in single cell and 19 cell wraparound
models
of users increase. Meanwhile, with MUP, VoIP delay decreases as the number of users
increase. This is because in SUP multiplex, each user takes turns in the use of time slots
and the period becomes longer with the increased number of users. On the other hand,
in MUP, the more VoIP packets from the increased number of users makes the bundling
easier with little need to wait, thus enhancing the multi-user diversity gain. In both QCB-
MUP and QCB-SUP multiplex cases, the CDFs show a longer tail for a greater number
of VoIP users. VoIP delay generally decreases when the number of VoIP users increase
because the chance of bundling is higher. However, some VoIP packets have a higher
delay when the number of VoIP users increase because the chance of congestion (many
VoIP packets existing in the queue) is higher.
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Figure 21: VoIP traffic delay of bundling algorithms in single cell and 19 cell wraparound
models
Figure 22 compares the QCB BE throughput of the SUP simplex, SUP multiplex,
and MUP. First, the BE throughput decreases as the number of VoIP users increase, since
the higher priority is given to VoIP over the BE traffic. The decrease of BE throughput
is more prominent in the SUP simplex than in the bundling schemes. The throughput of
packet bundling using either the SUP multiplex or the MUP degrades gradually as they
attempt to maximize channel utilization with higher rates of bundling. Particularly, the
SUP multiplex shows higher BE throughput with a small number of VoIP users, and the
MUP wins over the SUP multiplex with a large number of VoIP users. It shows that the
efficiency of the MUP increases when the number of users grows, as it takes advantage
of multi-user diversity better. As the MUP format is decided by the worst DRC values of
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Figure 22: Throughput of BE for SUP-simplex (no-bundling), SUP multiplex and MUP
(variants of QCB)
mobile stations whose packets are bundled, it is more likely to find similar DRC users as
the number of VoIP users increases.
Table 7 gives the average packet drop rates while changing the number of VoIP
users. It clearly shows that the SUP simplex cannot handle much VoIP traffic from around
25 users, since it has very high packet loss rates over 10%. This table shows that bundling
is required if we want to handle VoIP traffic. The SUP multiplex and the MUP both have
low drop rates.
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Figure 23: Empirical cumulative density functions of VoIP packet delays for SUP multi-
plex and MUP (variants of QCB)
5.3.5 Comparisons of Different Maximum Bundling Delays in the QCB Algorithm
In this subsection, we compare different maximum bundling delays in the QCB
algorithm. Figures 24 shows BE throughput and Figure 25 shows VoIP delay. The aver-
age BE throughput of the maximum bundling delay with 15 ms is less than the average
BE throughput of other maximum bundling delays. The average VoIP delays of the max-
imum bundling delay with 15 ms and 25 ms is better than the average VoIP delays of
the maximum bundling delay with 45 ms and 65 ms. In general, the maximum bundling
delay in the QCB algorithm is not the significant factor but the maximum bundling delay
with 25 ms is the best tradeoff value in those results.
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Table 7: Average packet loss (%)(packet error + drop)
No. VoIP users/sector SUP Simplex SUP Multiplex MUP
5 0.23 0.42 0.33
10 0.19 0.31 0.22
15 0.17 0.29 0.2
20 0.74 0.26 0.2
25 10.9 0.26 0.18
30 24.62 0.19 0.14
35 35.46 0.18 0.15
40 43.62 0.22 0.15
45 49.65 0.25 0.15
5.3.6 Comparisons of Our Algorithms to an Existing Algorithm
We first compare the delay and throughput performances of our bundling algo-
rithms to an existing scheme, PF-MUP that selects a user’s packet whose priority is the
highest (longest delay in our case) according to the PF algorithm, then adds other packets
only with the same channel quality. Figure 26 compares average delays of VoIP traffic for
PF-MUP, QAB, CAB, and QCB schemes. The BE traffic throughput of the four schemes
is shown in Figure 27.
When the number of VoIP users is small, VoIP delay of PF-MUP is closer to the
VoIP delay of QAB. When the number of VoIP users increases, the VoIP delay of PF-MUP
is closer to VoIP delay of QCB. PF-MUP is a good scheme for VoIP delay. However, the
BE throughput of PF-MUP is the worst among the four schemes. Because the PF-MUP
scheme only adds packets with the same channel quality, the average number of bundled
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Figure 24: Comparisons of different maximum bundling delays in the QCB algorithm for
BE throughput
VoIP packets of the PF-MUP scheme is much less than the average number of bundled
VoIP packets of other schemes. Then PF-MUP should use more multi-user packets to
send VoIP packets. The more the multi-user packet is used, the less BE throughput is
achieved.
Figure 28 compares the average VoIP packet loss rate of the PF-MUP, QAB, CAB,
and QCB schemes. The average VoIP packet loss rate of the PF-MUP scheme is very close
to the average VoIP packet loss rate of the QCB scheme.
In general, the QCB scheme performs better than the existing scheme, PF-MUP.
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Figure 25: Comparisons of different maximum bundling delays in the QCB algorithm for
VoIP traffic delay
Figure 26: Comparisons of four schemes for VoIP traffic delay
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Figure 27: Comparisons of four schemes for BE throughput
Figure 28: Comparisons of four schemes for packet loss rate
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5.3.7 Summary
For various operating conditions, CAB has the best BE throughput and the worst
VoIP delay and loss, while QAB has the best VoIP delay and loss, and the worst BE
throughput. The existing PF-MUP has the performance that is close to but poorer than
QAB. The proposed QCB achieves the best of the QAB and CAB, in that with a slight
increase in VoIP delay and loss than with QAB, it provides BE throughput close to CAB.
As for variants of QCB, a multiple-user packet bundling is more effective than single user
multiple packet bundling, especially with the greater number of users.
Finally, let us consider the overhead of extra packet headers incurred by our pro-
posed packet bundling, QCB. When single user packet bundling is used (See Figure 7,
(b)) for n packets, the excess header size is 8 × n bits. With multi-user packet bundling,
it is 16× n bits. With our simulation using 30 VoIP users and 10 BE users per sector and
25 ms delay max allowance, the average number of bundled packets in an SUP packet
was 1.9, and the average size of the bundled VoIP packets was 486 bits. Meanwhile,
the average number of bundled packets in an MUP packet was 4.3, and the average size
of the bundled VoIP packets was 1429 bits. Therefore, the overheads of SUP and MUP
are 1.9 × 8/486 = 3.1% and 4.3 × 16/1429 = 4.8% respectively, which is a negligible
increase compared to the huge utility gain.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a joint QoS and Channel Aware Packet Bundling (QCB) algo-
rithm for VoIP packets to improve spectral efficiency in cellular networks. The packet
size of real-time data such as VoIP is often very small, leaving channels underutilized in
TDM cellular systems. Packet bundling could improve the channel utilization in such net-
works. However, a careful treatment should be paid due to location dependent and time
varying channel characteristics of wireless networks. Since the packet bundling algorithm
is an NP-complete problem, we introduce approximation algorithms, namely QoS Aware
Packet Bundling (QAB), Channel Aware Packet Bundling (CAB), and QCB. We have
validated the efficacy of the approximation algorithms through extensive simulations of
a complete EV-DO implementation, the first of its kind to the best of our knowledge.
We have shown that the QCB scheme out-performs QAB and CAB as well as an existing
bundling algorithm, thus truly maximizing a multi-user/traffic diversity gain, as it achieves
a high throughput for BE traffic while keeping a low delay. We have further investigated
the behavior of QCB variants, and found that the QCB-Multi-User-Packet (QCB-MUP)
is more effective when there are larger numbers of VoIP users and the QCB-Single-User-
Packet-multiplex (QCB-SUP-multiplex) demonstrates more BE-throughput and a lower
overhead with small numbers of VoIP users.
As for future work, we plan to investigate the performance of QCB when multiple
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flows per node are allowed. With multiple flows per node, we expect the BE throughput
of the QCB-SUP multiplex will be improved more than the current results show. With our
current work, when VoIP packets are sent in the SUP multiplex case, only VoIP packets
are sent because the node doesn’t have any BE traffic. When multiple flows are permitted,
VoIP and BE traffic may be sent together leading to a better channel utilization in the
QCB-SUP multiplex. Multiple flows, however, are not expected to make a difference in
the performance of the QCB-MUP scheme.
The possible future extensions of the current work can be found in multi-carrier
wireless environments [3, 5]. The EV-DO revision B and WiMAX systems are good
candidates for future research areas.
In EV-DO revision B, we need to revise our QAB scheme because multiple car-
riers give more choices. In single carrier cases, we should change the MUP format to
send more VoIP packets if the DRC value of the second VoIP packet is smaller than the
DRC value of the first VoIP packet. In multi-carrier cases, we can assign the second VoIP
packet to a different carrier if the DRC value of the second VoIP packet is smaller than
the DRC value of the first VoIP packet.
In the WiMAX system, small real-time packets like VoIP make the channels un-
derutilized because of scheduling constraints. The main constraint is the DL-MAP and
UL-MAP. Those maps are coded using the lowest coding method because all mobile sta-
tions need to decode the map correctly. The size of the map is directly proportional to
the number of scheduled mobile stations. The bandwidth spent by the map is compa-
rable with the bandwidth spent by the downlink traffic if too many mobile stations are
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scheduled in one frame. The other constraint in downlink is burst allocation. The burst
allocation should be a rectangular shape in a two dimensional space (symbol time and
subcarrier). The frequency reuse is another big factor to design a scheduling algorithm.
The partial usage of subchannels (PUSC) can reduce inter-cell or intra-cell interferences.
Our bundling algorithm can be applied to reduce the size of the map.
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